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Semantic Relatedness Measures – Overview
• Path-based measures
-

Leacock and Chodorow (1998)
Wu and Palmer (1994)
Hirst and St-Onge (1998)
Path

• Information-content-based measures
-

Resnik (1995)
Jiang and Conrath (1997)
Lin (1998)

• Gloss-based measures: several variants of Lesk (1986)
-

Glosses from GermaNet and/or Wiktionary
Lexical fields from GermaNet and/or Wiktionary

Semantic Relatedness Measures – Terminology
• Relatedness/similarity is
calculated between the
two semantic concepts
(synset nodes) s1 and s2

GNROOT

GermaNet’s root node

A
B
C
D

Haustier
‘pet’

synset s1

Katze
‘cat’

LCS(s1, s2) = lowest common subsumer
of s1 and s2
Hund
‘dog’

synset s2

Semantic Relatedness Measures – Terminology
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Semantic Relatedness Measures – Terminology
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shortest path
between s1 and s2
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Path-based Relatedness Measures
GNROOT
A
B
C

Similarity by Wu and Palmer (1994):
simwup (s1, s2) =

2 · depth(LCS(s1, s2))
depth(s1) + depth(s2)

D
LCS
Haustier
‘pet’
s1
Katze
‘cat’

simwup (cat, dog) = 0.83
s2
Hund
‘dog’

where
• depth(LCS) = 5
• depth(cat) = 6
• depth(dog) = 6

Path-based Relatedness Measures
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simwup (cat, tree) = 0.5
where
• depth(LCS) = 3
• depth(cat) = 6
• depth(tree) = 6

Path-based Relatedness Measures
• Similarity by Leacock and Chodorow (1998):
- The negative logarithm of the length of the shortest path
between s1 and s2 (limited to hypernymy/hyponymy) over the
path length of the overall depth of GermaNet

simlch (s1, s2) = -log

length(s1, s2)
2 · MAXDEPTH

where
§ MAXDEPTH = maximal distance of all synsets s from GNROOT

Path-based Relatedness Measures
• Semantic relatedness by Hirst and St-Onge (1998):
- The length of the shortest path between the concepts (not
limited to hypernymy/hyponymy) and the change of
“direction” (i.e., the relations in GermaNet can be grouped into
upwards, downwards, and horizontal) are considered
- Not bound to nouns

simhso (s1, s2) = C - length(s1, s2) - k · d
where
§ C = maximum value for medium strength relations (preset to 10)
§ k = factor for the number of direction changes (preset to 1)
§ d = the number of changes of direction in the shortest path

Path-based Relatedness Measures
• “Path” relatedness:
- A function of the distance between the two synsets s1 and s2
and the longest possible ‘shortest path’ between any two nodes
in GermaNet
simpath (s1, s2) =

MAXSHORTESTPATH - length(s1, s2)
MAXSHORTESTPATH

where
§ MAXSHORTESTPATH = maximum of all shortest paths in GermaNet

Information Content (IC)
• cumFreq(s) = cumulated
frequency of synset s (freq. of s
and cumFreqs of all hyponyms)
• Frequencies from TüPP-D/Z, a
German newspaper corpus of
200 Mio. Words

GNROOT cumFreq(GNROOT) = 145,959,901
A
B

Organismus, Lebewesen cumFreq(being) = 7,230,927
‘organism, being’
D

E
F

cumFreq(pet) = 26,441 Haustier
‘pet’
cumFreq(cat) = 7,012
Katze
‘cat’

15,648
Hund
‘dog’

Baum cumFreq(tree) = 13,353
‘tree’
...

Information Content (IC)
Concept probabilities
(relative frequency):
p(s) =

∑

GNROOT p(GNROOT) = 1

cumFreq(w)

A

w∈W(s)

cumFreq(GNROOT)

where
§ W(s) = the set of
words w in synset s

B
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‘pet’

Baum p(tree) = 0.00009
‘tree’
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‘cat’

Hund
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...

Information Content (IC)

(

IC(s) = -log p(s)

GNROOT IC(GNROOT) = 0

)

• The more specific a concept,
the higher its IC

A
B

Organismus, Lebewesen IC(being) = -log(0.05) = 4.3
‘organism, being’
D
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Information-content-based Relatedness Measures
Similarity by Resnik (1995):

GNROOT

simres (s1, s2) = IC(LCS(s1, s2)

A

simres (cat, dog) = 12.3
where
• LCS(cat, dog) = pet
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Information-content-based Relatedness Measures
Similarity by Resnik (1995):
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simres (s1, s2) = IC(LCS(s1, s2)
simres (cat, tree) = 4.3
where
• LCS(cat, tree) = being
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Information-content-based Relatedness Measures
• Similarity by Jiang and Conrath (1997):
- The inverse of the distance between the two concepts
(measured as the sum of the ICs of the concepts minus double
the IC of their LCS)

sim jcn (s1, s2) = IC(s1) + IC(s2) - 2 · IC(LCS(s1, s2))
• Similarity by Lin (1998):
- The IC of the concept’s LCS (multiplied by two) over the sum of
the concept’s ICs

simlin (s1, s2) =

2 ⋅ IC(LCS(s1, s2))
IC(s1) + IC(s2)

Gloss-Based Measures: Variants of Lesk Algorithm
• The Lesk algorithm (Lesk 1986) is one of the first
algorithms for the semantic disambiguation of all words
• Required resource: a dictionary with definitions for each
possible word sense
• Idea: disambiguate words by computing the word
overlap among their sense definitions, i.e., word sense
whose definition has maximum overlap with the
definitions of each of the context words is chosen

Lesk Algorithm:
Pseudocode for disambiguating two words
• for each sense i of word W1
-

for each sense j of word W2
§ compute overlap(i,j), the number of (nonstop) words in common between the definition of
sense i and sense j

• find i and j for which overlap(i,j) is maximized
• assign sense i to W1 and j to W2

Lesk Algorithm – Example
• Example context: ...pine cone...
2 word senses of pine

3 word senses of cone

#1 kinds of evergreen tree
with needle-shaped leaves

#1 solid body which narrows to a
point

#2 waste away through sorrow
or illness

#2 something of this shape whether
solid or hollow
#3 fruit of a certain evergreen tree

Sense inventory contains
2 word senses for pine and
3 word senses for cone

Lesk Algorithm – Example
• Example context: ...pine cone...
2 word senses of pine

3 word senses of cone

#1 kinds of evergreen tree
with needle-shaped leaves

#1 solid body which narrows to a
point

#2 waste away through sorrow
or illness

#2 something of this shape whether
solid or hollow
#3 fruit of a certain evergreen tree

overlap(pine#1, cone#1) = overlap(pine#2, cone#1) = overlap(pine#1, cone#2)
= overlap(pine#2, cone#2) = overlap(pine#2, cone#3) = 0
overlap(pine#1, cone#3) = {evergreen + tree} = 2
à pine#1 and cone#3 are selected

Problem with the Original Lesk Algorithm
• Problem: Combinatorial explosion of possible word
sense combinations when more than two words are
considered
• Example: "I saw a man who is 98 years old and can still
walk and tell jokes."
-

Several possible senses for ambiguous words: see(26),
man(11), year(4), old(8), can(5), still(4), walk(10), tell(8), joke(3)

-

43,929,600 sense combinations

• Solution: simplified version of the Lesk algorithm

Simplified Lesk Algorithm
• Tries to solve the combinatorial explosion of word
sense combinations by disambiguating each
ambiguous word in the input text individually,
regardless of the meaning of the other words occurring
in the same context
• Correct meaning of each word is determined by finding
the sense that leads to the highest overlap between its
dictionary definition and the current context
• Simplified Lesk can significantly outperform the original
algorithm in terms of precision and efficiency

Simplified Lesk Algorithm:
Pseudocode to disambiguate a target word
• for each sense i of W
-

determine overlap(i,c), the number of (non-stop)
words in common between the definition of sense i
and current sentential context c

• find sense i for which overlap(i,c) is maximized
• assign sense i to W

Simplified Lesk Algorithm – Example
2 word senses of bank
#1 sloping land (especially the slope
beside a body of water)
#2 a financial institution that accepts
deposits and channels the
money into lending activities

Target word: bank

Example context: The bank profits from the difference
between the level of interest it pays for deposits, and
the level of interest it charges in its lending
activities.

Simplified Lesk Algorithm – Example
2 word senses of bank
#1 sloping land (especially the slope
beside a body of water)

overlap(bank#1, context) = 0

#2 a financial institution that accepts
deposits and channels the
money into lending activities

overlap(bank#2, context)
= {deposits + lending + activities} = 3
à bank#2 is selected

Example context: The bank profits from the difference
between the level of interest it pays for deposits, and
the level of interest it charges in its lending
activities.

Simplified Lesk Algorithm for GermaNet
• Problem: GermaNet does not contain comprehensive sense
definitions for all word senses
• Solution:
-

Represent a word sense by a bag of words (BOW) that
includes all synonyms and related words

-

Calculate overlap by counting the words in common between
the BOW of a word sense and the current sentential context

• BOW: can contain all words that are linked to the word sense in
question, e.g., all synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms,
meronyms, holonyms, etc.

Simplified Lesk Algorithm for GermaNet – Example
Example context: Der Verlag hatte sein eigenes
Kapital in eine feste Geldanlage umgewandelt,
während die Kohle anderer Unterstützer für laufende
Kosten verwendet wurde.
2 word senses of Kohle in GermaNet (‘money’ and ‘coal’)
#1 synonyms: Geld, Kies, Knete, Moneten; hypernyms: Zahlungsmittel,
Finanzmittel; holonyms: Geldvermögen, Geldmittel, Mittel, Kapital,
Finanzausstattung, Geldkapital, Geldanlage, Anlage, Asset
#2 synonyms: Kohlegestein; hypernyms: Rückstandsgestein;
hyponyms: Importkohle, Rohkohle, Aktivkohle, Torf, Braunkohle,
Steinkohle, Koks, Kokskohle, Anthrazit, Grafit, Glanzkohle, Xylit

Simplified Lesk Algorithm for GermaNet – Example
Example context: Der Verlag hatte sein eigenes
Kapital in eine feste Geldanlage umgewandelt,
während die Kohle anderer Unterstützer für laufende
Kosten verwendet wurde.
2 word senses of Kohle in GermaNet (‘money’ and ‘coal’)
#1 synonyms: Geld, Kies, Knete, Moneten; hypernyms: Zahlungsmittel,
Finanzmittel; holonyms: Geldvermögen, Geldmittel, Mittel, Kapital,
Finanzausstattung, Geldkapital, Geldanlage, Anlage, Asset
#2 synonyms: Kohlegestein; hypernyms: Rückstandsgestein;
hyponyms: Importkohle, Rohkohle, Aktivkohle, Torf, Braunkohle,
Steinkohle, Koks, Kokskohle, Anthrazit, Grafit, Glanzkohle, Xylit
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